TO: Members of East Hampton's Planning and Zoning Commission
RE: Opposition of 653 individuals to Application PZC-21-007: Atlantis Marketing for a zone change from R-2 to Commercial Map 07A/Block 56/ Lots 21,22,24
FROM: Concerned Merchants in the Historic Village Center

The Merchants of the Historic Village Center are writing as local business owners to express our opposition to the proposed zone changes. We have all worked very hard to build our businesses while respecting and embracing the historic setting of our Village Center. The proposed changes would, in our opinion, negatively impact the historic nature of the Main Street corridor, and we ask the Planning and Zoning Commission to prevent the zone changes.

We ask that this letter be provided to members of the Commission and read during the meeting as appropriate.

Sincerely,

the Village Center Merchants

Ezri Hadd
Braun Holmes
Airline Cycles

Lori Caldwell - Todd Schrager
Aren Caldwell
West Main St. - Residence
70 Main St. - Old Bowl Flowers + Gallery

Barb Holmes - Lissa Nocci - Little Fish Gallery